The well-founded semantics has gained wide acceptance partly because it is a skeptical semantics. That is, the well-founded model posits as unknown atoms which are deemed true or false in other formalisms such as stable models. This skepticism makes the well-founded model not only useful in itself, but also suitable as a basis for other forms of non-monotonic reasoning. For instance, since algorithms to compute stable models are intractable, the atoms relevant to such algorithms can be limited to those unde®ned in the well-founded model. Thus, an engine that eciently evaluates programs according to the well-founded semantics can be seen as a prerequisite to practical systems for non-monotonic reasoning. This paper describes the architecture of the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM)-based abstract machine underlying the XSB system. This abstract machine, called the SLG-WAM, uses tabling to eciently compute the well-founded semantics of non-ground normal logic programs in a goal-directed way. To do so, the SLG-WAM requires sophisticated extensions to its core tabling engine for ®xed-order strati®ed programs. A mechanism must be implemented to represent answers that are neither true nor false, and the delay and simpli®cation operations ± which serve to break and to resolve cycles through negation, must be implemented. We describe fully these extensions to our tabling engine, and demonstrate the eciency of our implementation in two ways. First, we present a theorem that bounds the need for delay to those literals which are not dynamically strati®ed for a ®xed-order computation. Second, we present performance results that indicate that the overhead of delay and simpli®cation to Prolog ± or tabled ± evaluations is minimal. Ó
Introduction
The past decade of logic programming research has provided steady advances in the power of evaluation methods and in their implementation. Certainly the most popular resolution method to date is SLDNF and the most popular implementation method is based on WAM-style Prolog engines. As proven by its widespread acceptance, the SLDNF/Prolog paradigm is extremely powerful for programming. However this evaluation method suers from serious drawbacks that have prevented its extension into other areas that bene®t from a higher level of declaritivity than Prolog can oer. A strong claim can be made that these drawbacks stem from the fact that SLDNF (and its semantics as represented by Clark's Program Completion) does not adequately address problems related to loops in SLD(NF) trees. 1 Indeed, major areas of logic programming research can be viewed as eorts to formalize or implement evaluation methods that handle such loops.
Handling positive loops has been addressed by many methods, with magic sets/ templates [4, 26] and resolution based on tabling such as OLDT [33] , SLD-AL [36] , or SLG [7] constituting the two main approaches. Although formulated dierently, these approaches turn out to treat positive loops in essentially the same way. Both assign failing values to derivation paths that contain in®nite positive recursion. As for negative loops, perhaps the critical insight behind the well-founded semantics is to combine within a three-valued framework the foregoing method for positive loops with the assignment of the value unde®ned to derivations containing loops through negation [34] . It is natural, then, to extend the above evaluation methods to handle negative loops and thereby execute the well-founded semantics, as several researchers have noticed [5, 7, 31] .
One such evaluation method, SLG resolution (Linear resolution with Selection function for General logic programs) uses tabling with delaying to resolve loops through negation [7] . SLG has an ecient WAM-style implementation in the SLG-WAM which forms the basis of the freely available XSB system [27, 29] .
The architecture of the SLG-WAM for ®xed-order strati®ed programs is described in Refs. [16, 28] ; here, we consider the extensions to this engine needed to eciently execute all non-¯oundering normal programs according to the well-founded semantics. The robustness and scalability of these extensions have led to concrete uses for tabled programming with non-strati®ed negation. For instance, non-strati®ed programs arise when logic programs are used to specify the temporal logics of veri®cation of concurrent systems, and when logic programs are used for abductive diagnosis. These applications are overviewed in Sections 1.1 and 7.3, respectively.
This paper provides a detailed description of how queries to normal programs under the well-founded semantics can be computed at the speed of compiled Prolog, and tightly integrated with Prolog-style execution. Further, we discuss how the SLG-WAM realizes and makes use of a bound on the non-determinism of the computation rule required by normal programs. Speci®cally:
· Based on the abstract machine for the tabled execution of ®xed-order strati®ed logic programs of Ref. [28] , we describe the implementation details of a publicly available engine, the full SLG-WAM, for computing the well-founded semantics. This engine inherits most of the properties of SLG resolution, including polynomial data complexity (as de®ned in Ref. [35] ) for ground queries to Datalog programs with negation. · We show that the features needed for the full SLG-WAM impose only a minimal overhead to Prolog (or tabled) execution; also, for Datalog programs with negation that terminate under Prolog, tabled execution in the SLG-WAM is competitive with their Prolog-style evaluation. · Prolog's left-to-right computation rule need be broken only when the evaluation encounters a literal that is not left-to-right dynamically strati®ed [30] . We describe how SLG-WAM is designed to break Prolog's computation rule only in these cases, so that its eciency accrues from its search strategy in addition to the data structures used by its instruction set. A long development eort has preceded the results of this paper. Because non-strati®ed programs have not been commonly used for programming under the well-founded semantics, Section 1.1 provides a detailed motivational example of how non-strati®ed negation arises naturally in the veri®cation of concurrent systems. Speci®cs of this example, however, are used in later sections of this paper. Next, in an eort to make this paper as self-contained as possible, Section 2 contains a new presentation of previously reported aspects of SLG resolution, 2 while Section 3 motivates the necessary additions for well-founded negation to a`core' tabled engine by presenting a brief overview of the architecture and instruction set of the engine described in Ref. [28] . However, as the emphasis of this paper is on additions for well-founded negation (described in detail in Sections 4±6) as well as the performance of these additions (Section 7) we assume from the reader some familiarity with the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM [1, 37] ), and we refer to Ref. [28] for details of our tabled engine that mainly concern issues for tabling for ®xed-order strati®ed programs.
A motivational example: using non-strati®ed negation for veri®cation
Tabled logic programs can closely re¯ect underlying semantic de®nitions of a problem domain. As a simple instance, tabling allows ecient parsers to be constructed via their representation as context-free grammars [18] . More recently, it has been shown that tabling allows semantics-based program analyzers to be constructed by directly specifying the relationship of a given abstract and concrete domain [9, 12] . Analyzers constructed using tabled logic programming have two advantages. First, they are concise and easy to program since they consist of a logic program that directly represents the semantic equations that form the basis of the analysis. Second, despite their declarativity, their performance is often competitive with analyzers written directly in C or C++. Negation is not used heavily in parsing or program analysis, because the basic grammars or semantics equations to be implemented do not themselves use negation. However, negation is used in the semantic de®nitions of other domains, such as the automated veri®cation for concurrent systems, colloquially called model checking. We overview how tabled logic programming over the well-founded semantics can be used to represent the satis®ability definitions of concurrent temporal logics and thus form a basis of a concise and ecient model checker [10, 19, 24] .
Typically model checkers consist of: (1) a transition system, usually speci®ed by a process calculus which depicts states of processes and their communication methods; and (2) a temporal logic to represent possible properties of the transition system. The user of a model checker may query to see if a given temporal logic formula (e.g., one stating freedom from deadlock) is true in all states reachable from an initial state, or in all computation paths arising from an initial state. Thus if the transition system (process calculus) and temporal logic used in a model checking can be embedded into a normal logic program, model checking can perhaps be seen as an application of logic programming.
These embeddings turn out in fact to be possible, and we focus on how normal programs can be used to represent the modal-mu calculus a temporal logic into which most other temporal logics used in veri®cation are themselves embeddible (see e.g., Refs. [8, 15] ). At a syntactic level, the modal-mu calculus includes the usual atoms and connectives of propositional logic formulas; the labelled modal constructors hactioni and action, where action ranges over a set of (action) labels. In addition, there is also a least ®xed point quanti®er, l, and a greatest ®xed point quanti®er m. The following modal-mu calculus formula, whose meaning will be explained below, expresses the fairness property that along some a-labelled computation paths, the property p holds in®nitely often:
At a semantic level, a model, M, for the modal-mu calculus is a Kripke-like structure that consists of: (1) a labelled binary transition relation M T between states M S of a transition system transstate 1 Y labelY state 2 , and (2) a mapping V from atomic propositions and variables to sets of states in M S . V is extended to formulas by a set of satis®ability equations. The semantic equations relevant to Formula 1 are presented below. Throughout this section, / i ranges over the set of modal-mu calculus formulas, Z i over the set of variables, p i over the set of atomic propositions, a i over the set of labels, and for S H P M S , V S H aZi agrees with V, except that
The ®rst-step of de®ning the satis®ability equations as normal clauses is to write a modal-mu calculus formula as a set of Prolog terms. In particular, each subformula that begins with a quanti®cation symbol is de®ned as a Prolog term. Formula (1) is given the name out and de®ned as form_def(out, gfp(diam(a, or(and(prop(p),out), form(in(form(out))))))), while the subformula
is given the name in and de®ned as form_def(in(form(out)), lfp(diam(a, or(and(prop(p), form(out)), form(in(form(out))))))).
To determine whether a property such as out is true in a state S, the query ?-S |= out is made. The predicate |=/2 (see Fig. 1 ), uses XSB syntax, including a tabling declaration for |=/2 and the predicate tnot/1 which executes tabled negation. The clauses for |=/2 ± in which the underlying labelled transition relation is represented by the predicate trans/3 ± directly re¯ect the satis®ability equations. Note that in the last clause of |=/2, an explicit least ®xed point quanti®cation is evaluated directly through the tabling engine, while an explicit greatest ®xed point quanti®cation uses the identity mX XU XlX XXU, and calls the predicate |/=/2 which is designed so that the atom State_s |= F is true if and only if State_s |/= F is false under the wellfounded semantics. Fig. 1 provides the relevant clauses for |/=/2 again in XSB syntax, in which tfindall/3 is a tabled version of findall/3. Fig. 2 shows a calling sequence that gives rise to a non-strati®ed loop through negation. It is important to note that the loop arises from the fact that the l-quanti®ed Formula (2) contains a variable X 1 which lies in the scope of a m quanti®er. Such formulas are sometimes termed alternating formulas [15] . 3 In Ref. [24] it was shown that evaluation of an alternation-free modal-mu calculus formula could be performed by a left-to-right dynamically strati®ed [30] program, but that alternating formulas gave rise to non-strati®ed programs. Alternating modal-mu calculus formulas can be executed directly using the well-founded engine described in this paper. In the case of non-alternating queries, the same engine produces a residual program consisting of rules whose bodies contain only those literals unde®ned under the wellfounded semantics. This residual program is then sent to a stable model generator [22] to ®nish evaluation of the query. The core LMC model checker is a normal program containing a few hundred lines of code, including representation of a CCS-like process calculus for the underlying transition system. By applying to this program deductive database-style optimization techniques (literal reordering, factoring, clause resolution automata ± see Ref. [24] ), LMC is highly competitive with special purpose model checkers both in time and in space, and for both the alternation-free and the alternating case.
Several speci®c points may be drawn from this application. First, tabled logic programming, extended to handle non-strati®ed programs, forms a concise and ecient implementation technique for modal and temporal logics. Second, the process of using logic programming to implement such logics can lead to insights which are interesting in themselves, such as the relation between alternation-free modal-mu calculus formulas and strati®cation classes. More generally, it can be seen that tabling can provide a direct and ecient way to implement semantic equations: such as those for model checking, for program analysis, or for grammar speci®cation. When these equations contain negation, the negation may be non-strati®ed, and implementations of tabled logic programs must address this case.
SLG resolution: review and terminology
We assume the basic terminology of logic programming from Ref. [20] and of the well-founded semantics from Ref. [34] . The version of SLG resolution presented below is based on SLG RD (SLG with Reduced Delay) [30] which adds to the original formalism of SLG [7] , the delay minimality property. This property improves the search of SLG for non-strati®ed programs by reducing the need for delay (see Section 2.1 for further discussion). Our presentation is also more operational than in Ref. [7] or [30] , assumes a left-to-right literal selection strategy, and combines SLG with SLD resolution. We de®ne subgoals as atoms, and we will treat variant atoms as identical. A tabled program is a normal logic program augmented with tabling declarations of the form:
where p i is a predicate symbol and n i is a non-negative integer. These declarations ensure that all calls to the predicate p i of arity n i will be executed using SLG resolution. These predicates are referred to as tabled predicates. All other predicates are implicitly assumed to be non-tabled in which case SLD resolution is used for their evaluation. For convenience, in this paper we also use the declaration X À table allX to denote that all predicate symbols in the program are declared tabled. A tabled subgoal is a subgoal (i.e. an atom) whose predicate symbol is tabled; a tabled literal is either a tabled subgoal or its default negation. Also for simplicity, if a literal XS is selected for resolution in a node of an SLG tree, we speak of S as the selected subgoal of the node. In order to compute the well-founded semantics, SLG may delay the evaluation of certain literals. 4 Delayed literals are de®ned as follows.
De®nition 2.1 @helyed literl). A negtive delyed literl has the form XS
S where is a ground tabled subgoal; a positive delyed literl has the form B S AT where f, e and are atoms such that f is an instance of e and e is an instance of the tabled subgoal . If g is a substitution, B The annotations of both negative and positive delayed literals provide control information that may aid in establishing their truth value in the course of further evaluation. For a delayed literal XS S or B S AT , the superscript is called the subgoal annotation of the literal and the subscript e is sometimes called the answer annotation.
Like other tabling methods, SLG evaluates programs by maintaining tables of subgoals and their associated answers, and by resolving repeated instances of subgoals against nswers from the table rather than against program clauses. By using answers in this manner, rather than repeatedly using program clause resolution as in SLD, SLG resolution avoids looping and terminates for all programs with the ounded termEsize property (see e.g., Ref. [7] ). States of an vq evlution of a query against a program are captured by vq systems which are de®ned as follows.
De®nition 2.2 @vq system
). An vq system is a forest of vq trees, along with an associated tle. Root nodes of SLG trees are tabled subgoals. Non-root nodes either have the form fil or
Ans Templ XÀ Delay List Goal ListX
The ens_empl is an atom, Delay List is a (possibly empty) sequence of delayed literals, and Goal List is a (possibly empty) sequence of literals. We assume, without loss of generality, that the leftmost element of Goal List is the selected literal of the node.
The tle is a set of ordered triples of the form hSY Answer SetY StateiY where the ®rst element is a subgoal, the third either the constant omplete or inomE plete, and the second element is a set of ordered pairs of the form hAT Y DLi where e is an atom and hv is a (possibly empty) sequence of delayed literals.
As terminology, if hSY Answer SetY Statei is an entry in the table for a system S we say that is a sugol in the table; that A P Answer Set is an nswer in the table for ; and that tte is the stte of the subgoal. In an answer A hAT Y DLi, e and hv are called the nswer templte and the dely list of e, respectively. Informally, in nodes of a tree rooted by a subgoal , ens_empl accumulates substitutions for the variables of , Goal List contains the currently selected literal and literals that remain to be selected in order to derive an answer, while Delay List contains annotated versions of tabled literals that the evaluation has previously selected but has chosen to delay. Information in delay lists is propagated through vq nswer resolution.
De®nition 2.3 @vq nswer resolution)
. Let x be a node of an SLG tree of the form
where n b 0 and , the selected literal of the node, is both tabled and positive. Let Ans hAT Y DLi be an answer in the table of whose variables have been standardized apart from x. x is vq resolvle with ens if and e are uni®able with a mgu g S . The nswer resolvent of x and ens on has the form
if hv is empty, and
De®nition 2.4 @vq evlution). Given a tabled program , an vq evlution E for a subgoal q of a tabled predicate is a sequence of SLG systems S 0 Y S 1 Y F F F Y S n such that · S 0 is the system whose forest consists of a single SLG tree containing the single root node q along with the table fhGY YY incompleteig; · for each ®nite ordinal k, S k1 is obtained from S k by an application of one of the SLG operations in De®nition 2.9. If no operation is applicable to S n , S n is called a finl system of E.
In our version of SLG, operations aect both forests and tables. Trees can be created and extended, and subgoals and answers copied into the table. If a subcomputation has derived all possible answers for a subgoal and copied these answers into the table, the tree with root is no longer needed and can be disposed. The subgoals in the table of a system S k thus are root nodes of SLG trees in S k , or of trees that were in previous systems and are now disposed 5 Before proceeding further with formal de®nitions, we review SLG operations informally and introduce some terminology.
The following ®ve operational primitives are used to evaluate programs without negation: (1) Given a node x in a tree, a NEW N EW SUBGO AL SUBG OA L operation 6 checks to see if the tabled subgoal for the selected literal v of x already forms the root of a tree in the forest (or, equivalently is a subgoal in the table); if is new, it is explicitly added to the table and a new SLG tree is created whose root is called a genertor node. Independently of whether is new, x is called a positive or negtive tive node of the SLG forest, based on the sign of v. (2) The children of generator nodes are created through P RO GR AM C L AU SE R E SOLU T IO N P RO GR AM C L A USE R E SO L UTIO N, as are the children of nodes whose positive selected literal is non-tabled. These latter nodes are called interior nodes. ( 3) The children of positive active nodes are created through answer resolution via the ANSWER RETURN ANSWER RETURN operation. In general, the derivation of answers may be asynchronous with their resolution against active nodes. Thus, active nodes need to be preserved in the forest until they consume all possible answers. (4) If a node x in a tree with root has an empty Goal List, x is termed an nswer for . In such a case, a NEW ANS WER NEW AN SWER operation is applicable which explicitly adds the answer to the table if it is not already there. (5) Finally, when a subgoal (or set of subgoals) can produce no more answers, it is termed ompletely evluted. Through the C OM -C OM -PLETION PLETION operation, an evaluation detects this condition, explicitly marks the table entries of the subgoals as omplete, and disposes of their trees.
Determining when subgoals can produce no more answers may involve ®nding a set of mutually dependent subgoals; a sugol dependeny grph (SDG) of a system S k is used to represent these dependencies. In SDGS k , vertices consist of subgoals in S k whose state is inomplete; i.e., they form a root of a tree in the forest. A positive (negative) edge from to S H occurs in the hq if a positive (negtive) tive node in the tree rooted by has XS H as its selected literal. There might be both a positive and a negative edge between two (not necessarily distinct) vertices of the hq. Because the hq of an SLG system is a directed graph, the mutual dependencies between subgoals correspond to trongly gonneted gomponents (or SCCs) of the hq and are de®ned in the usual manner. An SCC that depends on no other SCC is termed independent.
In the variant of SLG that we employ here, when a negative active node x has a selected negative literal XS for a subgoal whose state is still inomplete, descendents of x in the tree cannot be immediately created. The node, however, is preserved in the forest, and computation in that branch of the tree is temporarily suspended. If the status of changes to omplete and its truth value becomes known, a NEG ATION N EGATION RETURN RETU RN operation takes place to either resume that computation path by creating an immediate child of x with the selected literal removed from the node, or to fail the path by creating a fil child for x. 5 In order for SLG to be complete for the well-founded semantics, SLG evaluation must also be de®ned for limit ordinals. The de®nition, which is somewhat technical, has been omitted from De®nition 2.4 for presentation purposes. 6 SLG operations are denoted in the font of NEW NEW SUBGOAL SUBGOAL throughout this paper, while engine-level instructions are denoted in the font of tabletry.
In the evaluation of normal programs, it is possible for tabled subgoals to depend upon one another through negation so that none can be determined to be completely evaluated before the rest. To allow these computation paths to proceed, SLG applies a D ELAYING D ELAYIN G operation to negative literals involved in negative loops, transforming them to delayed literals and moving them to the Delay List of their nodes. Doing so, the remaining literals in a node can then be resolved. As in de®nite programs, a node with an empty Goal List is termed an answer, and literals in the Delay List can be seen as conditions on the truth of these answers. Thus, we can call these answers unE onditionl or onditionl depending on whether their Delay List is empty or not. We can also speak of answers added conditionally into the and P RO GR AM C L AU SE R E SOLU T IO N PROGRAM C LAUSE R ESOLU TIO N operations, producing the SLG system in Fig. 3(b) . In this system, the leftmost literal of the ®rst four clauses of the program has been selected. There are four active nodes in the system, two of which are positive (3 and 7), and two of which are negative (1 and 5). As can be seen from its accompanying hq in Fig. 3(c) , the evaluation has encountered a negative loop containing q and r. Together, both subgoals form an gg which is also independent. In order to determine the truth of q and r in the well-founded model, the computation rule must be broken so that other literals in clauses for q and r may be resolved. A DELAYING DELAYING operation is applied to the negative literal involved in the independent gg (Xr), producing the forest shown in Fig. 4 (a) in which node 5 has a non-empty Delay List. At this stage, node 5 has no more literals to resolve, and becomes a conditional answer for q, which is entered into the table through the N EW A NSW ER NEW A NSWER operation. As can be seen in Fig. 4 (a) this conditional answer needs to be returned to active nodes 3 and 7. We assume for this example that it is ®rst returned to node 3 (through the ANS WER RETURN AN SWER RETURN operation). As stated in De®nition 2.3, when conditional answers are returned, SLG does not propagate the elements of delay lists, but rather uses positive delayed literals to indicate that a conditional answer was used for resolution. 7 In this case, answer resolution adds the delayed literalto the delay list of node 3 producing a conditional answer. Similarly, answer resolution is used for node 7 which then calls s and afterwards, recursively, itself. The resulting system is shown in Fig. 4 DELAYING may also allow a clause that creates a cyclic negative dependency to fail based on the falsity of a literal further to the right of its body. Such failures trigger SIMPLIFICA TION SIMPLIFICATION operations. In general, delayed literals that are suessful should be removed from the delay lists of answers in the system, and answers with delayed literals that are filed should be deleted from the system. Concepts introduced in this example are now formally de®ned.
De®nition 2.5 @uess 8 filure of sugols nd delyed literls). Let S k be an SLG system. We say that a subgoal sueeds in S k if it has an answer of the form hSY i, and that fils in S k if the state of the table entry of is complete and the table contains no answers.
In a system S k , a negative delayed literal XS S is suessful if subgoal fails, and is filed if succeeds. A positive delayed literal B S AT is suessful if subgoal has an answer of the form hAT Y i, and is filed if subgoal does not have in its table an answer of the form hAT Y DLi for any sequence of delayed literals hv.
Soundness and completeness of SLG are based on the following de®nition. De®nition 2.6. Let S be a system. Then the interprettion indued y S, I S has the following properties: · A (ground) atom A P I S i e is in the ground instantiation of some unconditional answer ens in S. · A (ground) literal XA P I S i e is in the ground instantiation of a completely evaluated subgoal in S (De®nition 2.8), and e is not in the ground instantiation of any answer in S.
Ref. [7] shows that for a ®nal system S whose table contains the set of subgoals Q, I S WFMj Q , where WFMj Q denotes the well-founded model of the program restricted to atoms that unify with subgoals in Q.
De®nition 2.7 @ypes of nswers). Let S be a system, a subgoal in S, and let A hAT Y DLi be an answer in the Recall that a subgoal (or set of subgoals) is termed ompletely evluted when no more answers can be produced for it. For SLG evaluation de®ned over ®nite ordinals (see De®nition 2.4) this condition can be de®ned as follows.
De®nition 2.8 @gompletely evluted set of sugols). Given an SLG system S k , a set K of subgoals is ompletely evluted if either of the following conditions is satis®ed: 1. K is an independent SCC of SDGS k , and for each subgoal in K:
1.1. All applicable SLG operations of De®nition 2.9 (other than DELAYING DELAYING,
CO MPLETION COMPLETION, SIMPLIFICATION
SIMPLIFICA TION, and ANSWER COMPLETION ANSWER COMPLETION ) have been performed for nodes in the tree rooted by . 1.2. The tree rooted by contains no negative active node. 2. K fSg and succeeds in S k . K is flummoxed if conditions 1a and 2 hold but not 1b. A subgoal is completely evaluated (¯ummoxed) in S k if K is a completely evaluated (¯ummoxed) set of subgoals and S P K.
We can now formally de®ne the set of SLG operations that we employ. De®nition 2.9 @vq opertions). Given a system S k of an SLG evaluation of a tabled program and subgoal q, S k1 may be produced by one of the following operations: · NEW NEW SUBGO AL SUBGO AL. Given an tive node x with selected tabled literal or XS, where the subgoal is not present in the table of S k , create a new SLG tree with root and add the entry hSY YY incompletei to the table.
Let be a subgoal and x be a node in S k that is either a root node or a node, Ans Templ XÀ Delay ListSY Goals, whose selected atom is non-tabled. Let C Head XÀ Body be a program clause such that red uni®es with with mgu h and assume that g has not been used for resolution at node x.
if N S produce a child of x:
S XÀ BodyhY if is non-tabled, produce a child of x:
Ans Templ XÀ Delay List BodyY GoalshX In describing the SLG-WAM, it will often be convenient to speak of nswer suE stitutions. If hAT Y DLi is an answer for a subgoal , its answer template e is always subsumed by , so that the answer substitution g S is the mgu of e and . For a given subgoal , there is a one-to-one mapping between the set of answer templates of its answers and the set of answer substitutions. Thus, we may group properties of answers according to answer substitutions.
Relevance in SLG and the SLG-WAM
As mentioned above, the version of SLG presented here is based on SLG RD which has the property of dely minimlity in that it does not use the D ELAYING DELAYIN G operation for leftEtoEright dynmilly strtified progrms [30] . hynmilly strtified programs were introduced in Ref. [23] , and dier from most strati®cation formalisms in that recursive components are determined during the course of computation. The power of dynamic strati®cation can be seen from the fact that a normal program has a two-valued wellfounded model i it is dynamically strati®ed. Otherwise, in a partial well-founded model, the unde®ned atoms may be designated as belonging to the ultimte dynamic stratum. Ref. [30] introduces a natural restriction of dynamic strati®cation to a ®xed-order computation rule. By de®ning the D ELAYI NG D ELAYING operation to be applicable only for subgoals in¯ummoxed SCCs, SLG RD delays negative subgoals only if they have no left-to-right derivation. Speci®cally, in Ref. [30] the following theorem is proven.
Theorem 2.1 (Ref. [30] ). vet XS e seleted literl in leftEtoEright SLG RD evluE tion of ground progrm . hen the DELAYING DELAYING opertion is pplied to XS if nd only if elongs to the ultimte leftEtoEright dynmi strtum of . Theorem 2.1 can be seen as addressing the question of relevne in SLG. In principle, if a rule instance is used in a left-to-right well-founded evaluation, a literal of that rule is relevant only if it is preceded by a sequence of literals that are true or unde®ned in the well-founded model of the program. This criterion for relevance is quite strong and, as suggested by the inability of a non-ideal computation rule to evaluate normal logic programs, appears unobtainable in practice. Theorem 2.1 thus states our approximation to this ideal measure of relevance by using the notion of an ultimate left-to-right dynamic stratum. Mechanisms for executing non-strati®ed negation in the SLG-WAM make use of delay minimality, and can thus be based squarely on features of an engine to execute these strati®ed programs, to which we now turn.
A brief overview of the SLG-WAM
The SLG-WAM for the well-founded semantics is based on an existing abstract machine (denoted SLG-WAM LRD ) which is capable of evaluating left-to-right dynamically strati®ed programs; i.e., programs where DELAYIN G DELAYING (and thus SIMPLIFI-S IMPLIFI-CA TI ON CATION and ANSWER COMPLETION ANS WER COMPLETION ) are not needed. Full details of the machine model to support these tabled programs can be found in Ref. [28] . In this section we present a brief overview the SLG-WAM LRD and the extensions needed to evaluate the well-founded semantics.
Data structures and operations for ®xed-order strati®ed programs
Most noticeably, the SLG-WAM LRD adds two new memory areas to the WAM: a le pe where information about subgoals and their answers is persistently stored, and a gompletion ere which is used to detect completely evaluated sets of subgoals. Besides the introduction of these new areas, for the tabled-based evaluation of programs, some modi®cations to the basic WAM data structures are needed which are summarized below.
An abstract machine for SLG resolution has to maintain information about a forest of trees rather than a single tree. In a WAM-like framework, a forest of SLG trees can be represented as a single vq serh tree in which the ®rst positive active node for a subgoal is merged with its generator node. Also, as noted previously, tabling presents an asynchrony between the generation of answers and their consumption by (positive) active nodes. This asynchrony requires a mechanism to suspend computation of active nodes, and to resume these suspended computations at some point after the derivation of answers for the selected subgoals of the nodes. The suspend/resume functionality requires support for control of execution beyond that provided by the WAM: First, to ensure that the execution environments of active nodes are retained and that information in the SLG search tree is not lost, WAM stacks are frozen when active nodes are suspended; all allocation occurs below the freeze regisE ters for those stacks (assuming that the stacks grow downwards). Frozen segments in the stacks can be deallocated only upon determining that the subgoals associated with them are completely evaluated. Consider the eect of freezing segments of the choice point stack: choice points for nodes in the same branch of computation may not be contiguous. A given choice point may have been allocated below the freeze register so the choice point for its prent node in the SLG search tree may lie somewhere arbitrarily higher in the stack. So, unlike the WAM, information about parent nodes of the SLG search tree (or equivalently about the failure continuation on backtracking out of the choice point for the node) must be kept in an additional cell in each choice point.
To resume a suspended computation, the SLG-WAM needs to have a mechanism to reconstitute its environment. Besides the values of the WAM registers, the variable bindings at the time of suspension have to be restored. Thus, a forwrd tril is required. Given this trail, restoring the execution environment i from a current execution environment E c , is a matter of untrailing from E c to a common ancestor of E c and i, and then using values in the forward trail to reconstitute the environment of i. The exact algorithm of this operation is presented in Ref. [28] .
Finally, ecient implementation of strati®ed negation in the SLG-WAM LRD relies on detection of exact subgoal dependencies through lazy construction of parts of the Subgoal Dependency Graph. Mechanisms to support this are presented in Section 4.
Instruction set for ®xed-order strati®ed programs
Besides extending the WAM data structures and using the instruction set of the WAM to implement PROGRAM C LAUSE RESOLUTION P RO GR AM CL A USE RE S OLUTI ON , the SLG-WAM LRD also adds a set of new instructions; we present them grouped by the SLG operation they perform: · NEW NEW SUBGO AL SUBGO AL. This operation occurs when a tabled subgoal is called. In analogy to the WAM try, retry, and trust instructions, clauses of tabled predicates are compiled using tabletry, tableretry, and tabletrust SLG-WAM LRD instructions. The tabletry instruction checks whether the subgoal is new and if so, creates a sugol frme (the engine-level representation of a table entry), sets up a genertor hoie point, and uses resolution against program clauses to obtain answers for the subgoal. If the subgoal is not new, it sets up a onsumer hoie point initiating the process of performing ANSWER RETURN ANSWER RETURN operations for this instance of the subgoal. In either case, the tabletry instruction must fully traverse the subgoal to check if it is in the table or insert it if not. As it does so, the instruction factors out dereferenced variable occurrences from the subgoal and places them above the generator choice point. Later bindings to these variables will constitute nswer sustitutions which, if new, will be copied into the answer table. The tabletrust instruction, diers from its WAM counterpart in that it places a completion instruction in the failure continuation cell of the generator choice point. Recall that in the WAM this cell of the choice point contains the instruction to be executed upon backtracking out of the current program clause; thus, the completion instruction will be executed after all program clause resolution has been performed for the subtree stemming from this generator choice point. SWER RETURN has the following functionality. When an answer is derived for a particular subgoal, new_answer checks whether the answer substitution in the generator choice point has already been entered into the nswer tle associated with the subgoal. If it has, the derivation path fails, a vital step for ensuring termination. If not, the computation continues, and this answer together with any other unconsumed ones is scheduled to be returned to the applicable active nodes through answer_return instructions. · COMPLETION COMPLETION . At an implementation level, COMPLETION COMPLETION is necessary not only for negation, but to reclaim stack space by disposing the trees of completed subgoals. Accordingly, SLG-WAM LRD uses two mechanisms to perform inreE mentl ompletion. First, a safe over-approximation of each strongly connected component (SCC) of the subgoal dependency graph, termed a sheduling omE ponent, is maintained in the completion area. If there are no applicable operations for any subgoal in an independent scheduling component, and if no subgoal in this component is the selected literal of a negative active node, all subgoals in the scheduling component can be completed and their stack space reclaimed. Otherwise, exact dependencies of subgoals in the scheduling component are constructed in an ext gg detetion phse allowing incremental completion of exact SCCs.
Extensions for non-strati®ed normal programs
The features of the SLG-WAM LRD sketched above form a solid basis of an abstract machine for computing the well-founded semantics. However, as seen from Example 2.1, there are still a number of issues that need to be addressed by the SLG-WAM when loops through negation cannot be resolved by a ®xed computation rule. · smplementtion of the D ELAYIN G DELAYIN G opertion. While DELAYING DELAYING is necessary to evaluate non-strati®ed programs, D ELAYING DELAYIN G should be minimized in order to restrict the search space of an evaluation. Section 4 discusses how the mechanism for exact SCC detection in the SLG-WAM LRD is extended to ensure a delay-minimal evaluation. · epresenting nd mnipulting dely lists. As seen in Section 2, delay lists are present both in nodes of SLG trees and in 
Detection and handling of loops through negation
As shown by Example 2.1, the evaluation of normal programs may encounter loops through negation. For the correct evaluation of such programs, a negative loop detection mechanism is required. Fortunately, the same dependency mechanism that detects completion of tabled subgoals can also be used to detect¯ummoxed SCCs containing loops through negation. As described in Ref. [28] , a root sugol register is added to the engine, and stored in choice points. This register eectively allows an active node in a tree to point to the generator node constituting the root of . This dependency information, along with information about whether calls are positive or negative, embeds the hq in the WAM choice point stack. The SLG-WAM completion instruction starts with a stack-based over-approximation of the strongly connected components of the SDG. If there is no possibility of a negative loop involving a subgoal about to be completed, the completion instruction can complete subgoals based on the stack-based approximation of their SCCs. Otherwise, the engine lazily constructs the subgraph of the SDG restricted to the subgoals in the stack-based over-approximation to ®nd an independent SCC s, and determine if there is a negative loop among subgoals in s. If so, D ELAYING DELAYIN G operations are applied to all negative active nodes suspended on subgoals in s. If not, the engine applies NEGATION RETU RN NEGATION RETURN operations to these negative active nodes.
Resolving negative literals in a well-founded model
The predicate tnot/1, together with the negation_resume instruction resolves negative literals of tabled subgoals in the SLG-WAM. Fig. 6 sketches the implementation of tnot/1 using low-level built-ins. When the negation involves a completed ground subgoal, the built-in negate_truth_value/1 fails, succeeds, or delays depending on whether the subgoal succeeds, fails, or has only conditional answers, respectively.
A more complex case of tabled negation occurs when tnot/1 is called when the subgoal is still incomplete. Then, the negation_suspend/1 built-in suspends the current computation, which may later be resumed when more is known about the truth value of the subgoal. At the engine level, the suspension is performed in a manner Fig. 6 . An implementation of tabled negation (tnot/1) for normal programs. similar to the way computations are suspended on creating positive active nodes. A negtion suspension frme (Fig. 7) is placed onto the choice point stack to save the execution environment for the suspended computation. When the computation resumes, a negation_resume instruction will be used to restore the suspended environment, to delay if necessary, and to continue the computation. In addition to the usual information of WAM choice points, the frame for a negative active node with selected literal XS contains information necessary in SLG-WAM choice points: the reg cell, whose value is used to maintain information about the root subgoal of the current SLG tree; and the hreg cell, containing a pointer to the head of the delay list of its parent choice point (explained fully in Section 5.2). This latter cell is not necessary for strati®ed negation and all such cells are shown with an asterisk in Fig. 7 . The hello_pilgont cell of the negation suspension frame is used for scheduling and contains a pointer to possibly another negation suspension frame for XS. In addition, negation suspension frames contain a pointer to the subgoal frame of S that serves as its table entry; and a Delay Status cell indicating whether a D ELAYING DELAYIN G operation is necessary for XS. The value of the Delay Status cell is set by the completion instruction when the exact SCC detection phase of that instruction discovers a loop through negation.
Pseudo-code for the negation_resume instruction is shown in Fig. 8 . The instruction must handle three cases for a negatively suspended literal XS: S can succeed or fail, in which case the NEG ATION RETURN NEG ATION RETURN operation is applicable; or S is neither successful nor failed, in which case D ELAYI NG D ELAYING is used. The negation_resume instruction itself is invoked by the completion instruction which can be thought of as performing a ®xed point check on a scheduling component. If S does not succeed, the completion instruction backtracks into the chain of negation suspension frames for S, initiating a series of NEG ATION RETURN NEG ATION RETURNor DELAYIN G DELAYIN G operations for all (suspended) nodes whose selected literal is XS. Eventually, the engine will backtrack out of this chain and back to the completion instruction for the scheduling component containing S where the completion algorithm will be restarted.
Two other properties of the negation_resume instruction are worth noting. First, if an unconditional answer is derived for before the negation_resume instruction is scheduled for , the new_answer instruction will ensure that this instruction is never scheduled (line 2.6.3.1 of Fig. 16 ). However, to preserve delay minimality the negation_resume instruction itself checks whether S has got an unconditional answer between the moment of scheduling of the negation_resume instruction and its actual execution, and fails in this case. Otherwise if S has conditional answers or if the Fig. 7 . Format of negation suspension frames.
hely_ttus cell is set, XS is delayed. If neither of these cases is true, tnot/1 succeeds without delaying. In all cases, the engine will reset the B register of the WAM, deallocate the environment of tnot/1, and proceed.
Representing delayed literals and delay lists in active nodes
Delay lists and delay elements are accessed in SLG resolution in the following ways: · hely propgtion. Delay elements can be added to the delay list of an active node either by SLG answer resolution during the ANSWER RETURN ANSWER RETURN operation or by the DELAYING DELAYING operation. · enswer hekGinsert. When the evaluation has encountered an answer node AT XÀ DL in a tree rooted by a subgoal and the NEW A NSWER NEW A NSWER operation is about to insert it into the table, a check must be made to determine whether the (conditional) answer hAT Y DLi exists in the table for , and the answer template and delay list must be copied into the table if not. · implifition. As mentioned previously, SIMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION aects delay lists of tabled answers as the truth value of their delay elements becomes known. From the perspective of the SLG-WAM, active nodes and their delay lists are represented in WAM stacks, while tabled answers are represented in the table space. The delay lists themselves have a dierent representation depending on whether they are in the heap or in table space. In this section we discuss how delay elements are represented in the SLG-WAM along with how delay propagation is performed. The representation of delay lists in conditional answers in the table space is intimately tied with support for simpli®cation, and its detailed discussion is deferred until Section 6.2.1.
Representing delay elements in the SLG-WAM
As discussed in Section 2, a positive delayed literal requires both a subgoal and an answer annotation, while a negative delayed literal requires only a subgoal In terms of data structures, the g S ID is a pointer to a leaf node of the answer trie for . In the SLG-WAM LRD , answer tries store only the substitutions of an answer template, rather than the entire answer template, due to an optimization called sustituE tion ftoring (see Ref. [25] ). Thus an answer template is represented in the SLG-WAM by an answer substitution, and g S ID is actually a pointer to a particular answer substitution g S for a subgoal . Thus, for discussion purposes, g S ID uniquely determines a positive delay element, and we will use the two terms more or less interchangeably. S ID is a pointer to a subgoal frame (the SLG-WAM data structure representing a table entry). A null pointer is used to denote the X indicator, so that S ID uniquely determines a negative delay element. S ID and g S ID are further discussed in Section 6.2.
Variations of the program in the following example will be used throughout this paper to describe the representation of delay lists and their elements. In these examples, a subgoal p(X) has the subgoal identi®er pX , and its n answer substitutions each have an answer substitution identi®er of the form pX 1 Y F F F Y pX n . We will use the shorthand hXS ID i to denote a negative delay element of the form hS ID Y Xi.
Example 5.1. Consider evaluation of query ?-p(X) against the program of Fig. 9 . This evaluation creates both positive and negative delayed literals. No simpli®cation is possible, however. Fig. 9 also shows subgoals and answers in chronological order of generation under fthed ivlution (the default scheduling strategy of XSB version 1.8 and prior; see e.g., Ref. [16] ). The answers are shown as split into two parts; the nswer sustitution (e.g. fX agcg), and the dely list (e.g. hXpgci). Answers for dierent subgoals may be conditional on the same sets of delayed literals (as e.g. is the case of answers with answer substitution identi®ers pX 2 and pgc 1 ). Note that in general the same answer substitution can also have many dierent delay lists corresponding to dierent derivations of the answer substitution.
One of the goals of the SLG-WAM is to cleanly integrate SLG and SLD resolution. The introduction of conditional answers gives rise to an extra complication: delay lists must be propagated through the``unfoldings'' of SLD resolution as illustrated by the following example.
Example 5.2. We extend the program of Example 5.1 to include both a tabled (pt/1), and a non-tabled (pp/1) alias for predicate p/1, along with a predicate u/1 which produces the conditional answers of p/1. The extension to the program is shown below:
:-table pt/1, u/1. pt(X) :-p(X). pp(X) :-p(X). u(X) :-pp(X), Xpt(X). Fig. 10 shows the tables for subgoals of those predicates that are created by the evaluation of queries pt(X) and u(X). The answers to subgoals of the pt/1 predicate are derived in the manner explained in Example 5.1. Contrast, however, delay lists of the answers of the subgoal u(X). The ®rst element of these lists contains representations of positive delayed literals pgc pX pgc , and pfa pX pfa that have been propagated through the non-tabled predicate pp/1. Again note that the same delay list (e.g. hpX Y pX 2 i) is present in dierent answers.
Implementing delay propagation for active nodes
The SLG-WAM maintains information about the state of a computation path in global registers, as does the WAM. To keep track of the delay list for the current computation path, the SLG-WAM represents delay lists on the heap, and introduces a new register, D register , to maintain them. During DELAYIN G DELAYING or resolution of a conditional answer by ANS WER RETURN AN SWER RETURN, delay propagation allocates new list cell on the top of the heap, sets the tail to point to the old value of the delay list (as pointed to by D register ), and the head to the new delay element. Observe that this method of delay propagation represents delay lists in reverse order. To maintain the correspondence between the original and the residual program, a delay list is reversed when copied into the table space during the new_answer instruction. This mechanism imposes no overhead, since the delay list has to be traversed to be copied from the heap. The D register is maintained in the following manner: (1) When a new tabled subgoal is called or failed into (i.e., when a generator choice point is created or backtracked into), the D register is set to point to an empty delay list. (2) When backtracking into an active or interior node x, the D register is restored to its value upon creation of x (as is done for all other WAM registers). (3) The value of the D register is also updated in forward continuations of tabled predicates to re¯ect the propagation of delayed literals in SLG answer resolution. The introduction of the D register requires small modi®cations to many SLG-WAM LRD instructions, which we indicate below. · tabletry & tabletrysingle. Execution of this instruction corresponds to creation of a new SLG tree by the N EW N EW S UBGO AL SUBGO AL operation. Accordingly, this instruction saves the current value of the D register in the hreg ®eld of the tabled choice point, and then sets the D register to point to an empty delay list. · tableretry & tabletrust. In this case evaluation has backtracked to the root of an SLG tree. Accordingly this instruction resets the D register to point to the representation of the empty delay list. · try. Execution of the try instruction corresponds to creation of an interior node of an SLG tree. The current value of the D register is saved in the hreg ®eld of the choice point for future use when the node is backtracked into. · retry & trust. Both instructions restore the D register using the value saved in the choice point. · answer_return. If the answer returned is conditional, delay propagation is performed by adding a new (positive) delay element to the head of the delay list referred to by the D register. · negation_resume. As mentioned in Section 4 the negation_resume instruction performs delay propagation when the DELAYING DELAYING operation is performed. In this case a new (negative) delay element is added to the head of the delay list referred to by D register. · new_answer. As described in Ref. [28] , when using Batched Evaluation the SLG-WAM LRD performs a firstEll optimization in which a generator node shares a choice point with the ®rst active node whose selected literal is . Furthermore, the new_answer instruction is compiled as the last instruction of each clause of a tabled predicate. When a new answer is added to the table and the forward continuation of a tabled clause is followed, the engine implicitly returns the answer for to the ®rst active node for . For this reason, the new_answer instruction must perform delay propagation similar to that of the answer_return instruction when a new answer is derived. The introduction of conditional answers imposes many changes to the new_answer SLG-WAM LRD instruction which are discussed in Section 6.3.2.
Simpli®cation
When the truth value of a delayed literal becomes known, a S IMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION operation becomes applicable. If SIMPLIFICATION S IMPLIFICATION operations are not performed as soon as they become applicable, more conditional answers may be derived and propagated through answer resolution. Doing so, unnecessarily expands the search space that is explored. The SLG-WAM therefore adheres to the following principles in initiating and propagating simpli®cation.
Principle I. Conditions for simpli®cation of delay elements should be detected, and the SIMPLIFICATION S IMPLIFICATION operation should be applied, as early as possible.
Principle II. Derivation of an unconditional answer for a subgoal should immediately remove from the table for all conditional answers with the same answer template.
At the implementation level, it is useful to specialize the SIMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION operation depending on whether a delayed literal is successful or failed, and whether the delayed literal is negative or not. Thus, the SLG-WAM performs four separate simpli®cation instructions: · simplify_pos_successful (g S ID ) which removes the positive delay element referred to by g S ID from the delay lists of all answers conditional on it. · simplify_neg_successful (S ID ) which removes the negative delay element referred to by hXS ID i from the delay lists of all answers conditional on it. · simplify_neg_failed (S ID ) which removes all answers conditional on the negative delay element referred to by hXS ID i. · simplify_pos_failed (g S ID ) which removes all answers conditional on the positive delay element referred to by g S ID .
We ®rst discuss how these simpli®cation instructions are initiated in the SLG-WAM. We then discuss in detail how the SLG-WAM table space represents conditional answers and supports simpli®cation. Finally, we present pseudo-code instructions that manipulate conditional answers including the new_answer instruction, which interns conditional answers in the table and initiates simpli®cation, as well as pseudo-code for simpli®cation instructions themselves.
Events that trigger simpli®cations
In order to follow Principle I, the SLG-WAM executes a simpli®cation instruction whenever the truth value of a subgoal or answer becomes known (see De®nition 2.5). In the SLG-WAM, this occurs through one of the following three events:
herivtion of n unonditionl nswer vi the new_answer instrution. If an unconditional answer AT XÀ is derived for a subgoal , then the new_answer instruction removes all conditional answers with answer template e in the answer trie for (Principle II). In addition, the derivation of the unconditional answer will spark simplify_pos_successful instructions if conditional answers with template e have been returned to active nodes (Principle I).
gompletion of sugol with no nswers. When a subgoal fails, all negative elements delayed on that subgoal become successful, and can be removed from the delay lists that contain them. At an operational level, a step of the completion instruction calls a simplify_neg_successful instruction to perform this. Note that no direct simpli®cation of positive delay elements can be initiated by a failing subgoal.
pilure or suess of delyed literl due to simplifition. As initiated by either of the preceding two events, simpli®cations may have cascading eects. If a simpli®ca-tion instruction removes the last conditional answer for g S ID , then simplify_pos_failed instructions should be initiated for g S ID . If the removal of g S ID causes to be failed, and is ground, then simplify_neg_successful instructions should be initiated for S ID . In a similar manner creation of an unconditional answer can also spark new simpli®cation instructions.
Data structures to support conditional answers and SIMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION

Representing conditional answers in table space
As discussed in Ref. [25] , the table space of the SLG-WAM LRD is built around tries since these structures can avoid repeated rescanning of common subterms within subgoal and answer tables. However, the tries of Ref. [25] allow storage and manipulation of unconditional answers only, and an extension is necessary to store delay lists in answer tables. This extension should eciently support not only the answer check/insert and delay propagation operations mentioned at the beginning of Section 5, but the simpli®cation instructions as well.
We begin by brie¯y reviewing the data structures used for unconditional answers as presented in Ref. [25] . As mentioned previously, associated with each tabled subgoal is an nswer trie, which stores answer substitutions. Nodes of the answer trie consist of four ®elds: symolD first hildD prent, and siling. The symol ®eld records information about the elementary bindings (i.e., constants, functor symbols, and variables) of the answer substitutions. The outgoing transitions from a node in the trie are traced using its first hild pointer and by then following the list of siling pointers of this child. 9 Answers are returned by backtracking through the answer trie (via the ANSWER RETURN ANSWER RETURN operation). However, backtracking through the trie of an incomplete subgoal cannot be done eciently by a simple trie structure. New answers may be added anywhere in the trie, while answer backtracking requires a sequential list of answers that have not been consumed via backtracking. Accordingly an answer trie for an incomplete subgoal requires an nswer return list to support answer backtracking. This list chains together the leaves of the answer 9 Ref. [25] also describes how hashing can be used to ®nd outgoing transitions from a node. substitution trie in chronological order. To return answers accessed through the nE swer return list, every node of the answer substitution trie maintains a back pointer to its prent node. When a subgoal is completed, its answer return list is reclaimed; future calls to the subgoal will backtrack through the trie itself. Fig. 11 provides a close look at these trie data structures along with those added to support DELAYING DELAYING and SIMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION. The ®gure presents subgoal trie for predicate p/1 of Example 5.1, and answer tries for two of these subgoals. The ®elds of the answer trie nodes are shown in the order: symolD first hildD prent, and siE ling. Note that the answer substitutions for pX are derived in the order pgb, pgc, and pfa so that the order of answers in the nswer return list diers from that of the trie.
An answer substitution may have many delay lists associated with it, corresponding to various clauses of the residual program. Accordingly, we access delay lists through the child pointers of the leaves of the answer substitutions, maintaining factoring of answer substitutions for conditional answers. Speci®cally, access to a delay list from an answer substitution g S with identi®er g S ID is through a hely snfo record that contains: Fig. 11 . Subgoal and answer tables for predicate p/1 of Example 5.1.
1. An shi pointer to the snterned hely ilement (IDE) of g S ID . The IDE in turn contains a pointer to a list of snterned hely vists @shvsA containing g S ID . 2. A sugol pointer back to the subgoal frame for . 3. A onditionlity pointer to a list of IDLs upon which g S is conditional.
The ®elds of the delay info record are illustrated in Fig. 11 by the conditional answer substitution g S 2 X af a which contains a pointer to the associated positive IDE of g S 2 , a back-pointer to the subgoal frame for g S 2 , a pointer to a chain of pointers to delay lists associated with g S 2 . Finally, we note that delay lists need never be copied out of the table upon answer resolution (cf. De®nition 2.3). Accordingly, the answer return list points to the leaf node of each answer substitution as in Ref. [25] .
Before presenting the internal structure of IDEs and IDLs, we note the rationale for the elements of Fig. 11 . First there is a one-to-many relation between an answer substitution g S and the (interned) delay lists upon which it depends. It is important to maintain this relation explicitly since the addition of an unconditional answer for g S means that all its conditional answers are unnecessary and should be removed (Principle II). Next, because the same delay list may occur for many answer substitutions, delay lists are interned as IDLs so that a single simpli®cation instruction will suce for many delay lists of the same form (cf. Example 5.1, the delay lists containing hXpgci). These IDLs in their turn, consist of delay elements, which are interned as IDEs, in a manner that can eciently propagate simpli®cation instructions (cf. in Example 2.1, the propagation of the simpli®cation of Xr r through the answer for q to the answer for p).
Clearly, the eciency of the simpli®cation instructions heavily depends on the data structures that support them: subgoals, answer substitutions, interned delay elements, and interned delay lists must all be interconnected. Fig. 12 shows the persistent data structures of the SLG-WAM's le pe, and their relationships. Connections from subgoals to simpli®cation structures are recorded in sugol frmes through a pointer to the (negative) IDE of the subgoal. As Fig. 12 indicates, subgoal frames also associate a subgoal with elements such as its answer trie and its Fig. 12 . Relationships between elements of the SLG-WAMs table space.
answer return list. A connection from an answer substitution to its positive delay element is made through the delay info record accessible through the leaf node of an answer substitution. Entries in IDE and IDL tables actually have the form of pointers (to subgoal frames, answer substitution trie leaves, and entries of the IDE Table) ; they are not shown as such for readability of the ®gure. Each entry of the IDE Table is associated with the set of delay lists that contains this entry as an element (the IDL set of Fig. 12 ). Conversely, each entry of the IDL Table is associated with the conditional answer substitutions that point to this entry (IDL usage info). 
Simpli®cation instructions
We now illustrate how the data structures of Figs. 11 and 12 are used by representative SLG-WAM simpli®cation instructions. · simplify_pos_successful (g S ID ) (Fig. 13 ). This instruction begins by accessing the delay info record for g S ID and setting the conditionality pointer to null. It then accesses the IDE for g S ID , and using that IDE, obtains a list of IDLs that contain the delay element, shi, for g S ID . shi is then removed from each of these delay lists. Two cases must be considered for propagation of simpli®cation. The ®rst is the case where the removal of shi creates an empty delay list. In this case, the IDL usage info of the newly empty IDL is used to ®nd those answer substitution identi®ers that are now unconditional and to execute simplify_pos_successful instructions for each of these. The second case occurs when the newly successful answer causes a subgoal to succeed. In this case, a backpointer from the delay element to the subgoal frame is followed, and a simplify_neg_failed instruction is called to remove all negative delayed literals of the subgoal that now succeeds. · simplify_neg_failed (S ID ) (Fig. 14) . This instruction deletes answers containing failed negative delay elements of a subgoal that succeeds. As discussed, the S ID points to a subgoal frame, and through this pointer the list of IDLs containing S ID is obtained. Each IDL in this list is removed from the IDL table. As the IDL is removed, the answer substitution back-pointer is followed to determine if the answer substitution is associated with any remaining delay lists. If not, the answer Fig. 13 . Pseudo-code for a simpli®cation instruction that deletes delay elements.
substitution g S H is deleted from the answer trie, and a simplify_pos_failed instruction is called for g S H
ID
. The deletion of g S H may now cause S H to fail, in which case a simplify_neg_successful instruction is called for S H ID .
The new_answer instruction
In SLG resolution, SIMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICA TION operations are never applied to active nodes. The SLG-WAM follows this rule, but applies simpli®cation instructions to answers as they are interned into the table by the N EW A NSW ER NEW A NSWER operation, whose instruction is presented in Fig. 16 . As discussed in Ref. [28] , the new_answer instruction is compiled as the last instruction of each clause of a tabled predicate. It is thus executed immediately upon deriving an answer node. The following example illustrates the need for initiating S IMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION by the new_answer instruction.
Example 6.1. Consider the evaluation of a query ?-p. against the program of Fig. 15 where all predicates are tabled. The table in the same ®gure presents a chronological listing of the main events that occur while evaluating this query. After detecting two loops through negation, the selected literal Xp in the active node for t gets delayed. The delay element hXpi representing the negative delayed literal Xp p is added to the front of the delay list of t's node and is stored on the heap. Execution continues by selecting literal Xq in the node of t, this literal and the new node of t suspend, and after several steps the completion instruction detects subgoals pY q, and r forming an unfounded set [34] and completes them. Since they have no answers, they fail. q's completion resumes the suspended negative literal Xq in the body of t; this literal is true, and, since there are no more literals in this node, the SLG-WAM executes a new_answer instruction for t. Following the rules for D register described in Section 5.2, the delay list for t is hXpi. Note however that since subgoal p has been completed with no answers, the delay element hXpi is removable from the delay list, and the answer of t is actually unconditional and is added to the table as such.
After the execution of a simplify_pos_successful instruction, the computed wellfounded model is two-valued: T ftgY F fpY qY rY sg.
Upon the derivation of an answer node AT XÀ DL in the tree rooted by a tabled subgoal , the new_answer instruction works in the following manner: The instruction begins by simplifying the delayed literals in hv. If any of these literals is failed, new_answer eectively performs a S IMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION operation by failing without inserting hAT Y DLi in the table. Otherwise, the instruction interns the sequence of delayed literals hv at the same time removing from hv all successful delay literals (line 2.2). If the resulting hv is empty no insertion in the IDL table is made, and a null pointer is returned. The instruction then prepares to check whether the answer template is present in the system by locating a pointer, g S , to the answer substitution for e. This pointer is obtained via a pointer, qg, to the generator choice point for (Section 3.2), oset by the arity of (line 2.3). 11 The new_answer Fig. 16 . The new_answer instruction (for normal programs). 11 The pointer to the generator choice point is kept in the local environment for each clause of a tabled predicate; see Ref. [28] .
instruction also locates the root of the answer trie, TR S , and then invokes the routine answer_check_insert which traverses the answer to see whether it is in the table, and inserts it if not, setting xewplg to TRUE only if e is new for . If e is not new, the computation will fail, but if e is now unconditional, a simplify_pos_suc-cessful instruction will be initiated by the unconditional answer. When e is new, the forward continuation will be taken (lines 2.6.4 ± 2.6.5). The D and RS registers are reset, since the computation will be leaving the tree for (see also Sections 3 and 5) . If the new answer is conditional, a new element is added to the delay list (line 2.6.2.1). Otherwise, if e is unconditional, any negative active nodes are removed from the data structures that schedule them, (lines 2.6.3.2.1 ± 2.6.3.2.2) effectively performing a NEGATION RETU RN NEG ATION RETU RN operation. In addition, if the answer substitution is Y, an answer has been derived that is a variant of . is completely evaluated according to De®nition 2.8, and can be completed through a mechanism called erly ompletion in Ref. [30] that corresponds to Condition 2 of De®nition 2.8. In this last case, a simplify_neg_failed instruction for the completed subgoal will be triggered.
Performance
In this section, we ®rst present detailed analyses of the costs and overheads of the operations described in this paper, and then present benchmark information for a commercial application in which non-strati®ed negation is used.
Overhead for Prolog execution
The addition of tabling mechanisms ± both those described in this paper and those for ®xed-order strati®ed programs [28] ± adds little overhead to Prolog execution in XSB. For the D.H.D. Warren suite of Prolog benchmarks (see e.g., Ref. [28] ), these additions add an overhead of about 8±10% to Prolog execution compared to the XSB version 2.0 emulator in which support for tabling has been removed. 12 The engine described in this paper requires changes to many WAM instructions in order to maintain environments for all active nodes in an SLG search tree. As described in Section 3.1, this is done by sharing these environments in the WAM stacks and maintaining freeze registers, a forward trail, and other modi®cations to the WAM. A recent alternative approach to maintaining active nodes in an SLG search tree is called the Copy-Hybrid Approach to Tabling (CHAT) [13] , and is designed to minimize changes to the WAM by copying environments for active nodes into and out of the execution stacks. Careful optimization for Prolog execution, such as omitting freeze registers as suggested in Ref. [13] , can further reduce the overhead of tabling for Prolog execution.
Analysis of performance of tabled negation
As reported in Ref. [6] , an early version of the XSB system performs signi®cantly better on non-monotonic queries than other systems for programming with the wellfounded semantics. We begin by analyzing the performance of tabled negation on programs that are variants of the win/1 predicates shown below. Fig. 17 demonstrates the scalability of negation in the SLG-WAM through timing results (in seconds) for executing the query ?-win(1),fail. when the move/2 relation represents chains, complete binary trees and cycles varying from 500 to 16k nodes. 13 SLDNF-resolution is sucient for executing queries to win/1 over acyclic move/2 relations such as chains and trees. In this case the well-founded model of win/1 is two-valued, while for the cycle all answers of win/1 are unde®ned. On the other hand, the SLDNF version of win/1 will not terminate if move/2 contains cycles. As seen from Fig. 17 , SLG evaluation of win/1 over a cycle is about 80% more expensive than SLG evaluation of win/1 over a chain of the same length. When win/1 is evaluated over a cycle all answers are conditional and contain one element in their delay list; these elements and delay lists are interned and stored in global tables. Since DELAYING DELAYING is always needed when win/1 is executed over a chain, and since no SIMPLIFICA TION SIMPLIFICATION is possible, performing exact SCC detection and interning information to support simpli®cation imposes an unused overhead to the evaluation of this program.
When the move/2 relation represents a complete binary tree or a chain, SLG evaluation can be compared to SLDNF evaluation. For binary trees, there is an operational dierence between negation in SLG and in SLDNF resolution: a negated goal is fully evaluated in SLG (in order to ensure polynomial data complexity of an SLG evaluation); in SLDNF, sub-evaluations are cut away after obtaining the ®rst solution to a negated goal. For win/1 on a binary tree, SLG negation is exponentially slower than SLDNF; see Ref. [6] for further details. For chains, however, it can be seen that SLG evaluation of win/1 is about 2.5 times that of SLDNF evaluation of win/1, a comparison that we now consider in detail.
Consider the times for variants of the SLG and SLDNF win/1 predicate for a chain of length 2k in Table 1 . In addition to executing negation under a dierent resolution method, the operator tnot/1 performs a¯oundering check which not/1 does not, while not/1 performs a dynamic transformation in case its argument contains a (Prolog) cut, an operation which tnot/1 does not. When each of these operations is factored out, the cost of using tnot/1 for win/1 becomes seven times slower than that of not/1.
Conceptually, the overhead of executing tabled negation when executing a query to win/1 over a cycle is due to: · he ost of the ext gg detetion phse. In executing win/1 over a cycle, the engine must perform exact SCC detection to decide whether DELAYING DELAYING is needed (Section 4). This exact SCC detection involves traversing the entire cycle of win/1 subgoals created by the move/2 relation. · he ost of DELAYIN G DELAYIN G. The engine must perform a D ELAYI NG D ELAYING operation for each subgoal in the cycle. · he ost of interning onditionl nswers. The engine must intern conditional answers creating the appropriate IDL and IDE data structures as discussed in Section 6.2.1. · yther overheds of exeuting tnot/1 ± see Fig. 6 ± such as the cost of checking whether the subgoal is currently an entry in the table, the cost of suspending, and other bookkeeping operations.
Estimates of the proportion of times spent in these operations can be obtained by a testing tnot/1 without the¯oundering check on variants of the win/1 predicate. For instance, to measure the cost of interning conditional answers, consider the program:
:-table failing_win/1. failing_win(X) :-move(X,Y), tnot(failing_win(Y)), fail.
This program will delay subgoals if necessary ± however failing_win/1 will never succeed. Thus failing_win/1 essentially acts like win/1 except that no answer will ever be obtained. In this way, the cost of adding answers to the table is factored out. In the case of a chain of 2048 elements, failing_win/1 avoids interning 1024 unconditional answers, and presents a small speedup, as Table 2 indicates. In the case of the cycle, the dierence is the addition of 2048 conditional answers and a much larger Table 1 Benchmarking variants of win/1 for SLDNF and SLG
Variation
Chain Cycle
Full tnot/1 ( behaves like failing_win/1 in that it will create a table for every node reached through edges of the move/2 relation and in that it never succeeds. However, positive_win/1 will not incur the overhead of delaying, of exact SCC detection or of the other overheads of tnot/1. As can be seen from Table 2 over a cyclic move/2 relation exact SCC detection can be forced. To see this, note that the positive_win/1 subgoals for elements of the cycle are mutually dependent and will be completed together. However, upon execution of the COMPLETION COMPLETION operation, a negative subgoal dependency will be detected. While this negative dependency is from a subgoal, scc_win(1), outside the SCC to a subgoal positive_win(1) within the SCC, the exact SCC detection phase must be invoked to determine whether a loop through negation exists (see Ref. [28] for details). As can be seen from Table 2 ± the normalization of the times is done separately for the chain and for the cycle ± the cost of the check is minimal. Table 3 summarizes these. By comparing failing_win/1 to win/1, it can be seen that interning conditional answers takes a large fraction of the time to execute win/1 over the cycle, while interning unconditional answers requires a smaller fraction for 14 By comparing positive_win/1 to scc_win/1, it can be seen that exact SCC detection is extremely ecient for the cycle. Finally by comparing failing_win/1 to scc_win/1 it can be seen that the overhead of tnot/1 together with the cost of the negation_resume instructions is fairly substantial, and accounts for most of the overhead of tnot/1 over not/1. We note that a rough idea of the cost of negation_resume instructions themselves can be obtained by comparing the times for failing_win/1 over a cycle, where 2048 negation_resume instructions are executed to that of the chain where 1027 such instructions are executed (negation suspension frames for negative literals whose subgoal is successful are pruned away by early completion operations).
Thus, scope for optimization remains by better compilation of tnot/1. 15 The routines for interning conditional answers, on the other hand, also cause a substantial amount of overhead, but this overhead is designed to reduce the time for SIM Execution of the query simp_win(1) on the cycle of 2k elements will intern 2047 conditional answers, and then perform 2047 simpli®cations once it is determined that simp_win(1) fails. As can be seen from Table 2 the extra cost of these simpli®cations is small, and adds only about 11% cost to win/1.
A case study: diagnosis via abduction over the well-founded semantics
Standard diagnostic procedures about psychiatric disorders have been codi®ed by the American Psychiatric Association in the fourth edition of its reference book hiE gnosti nd ttistil wnul of wentl hisorders, or hwEs [14] . DSM-IV is widely used in the United States to ensure accurate and standard diagnoses, to control medical costs, and to conduct research into the eects of social and economic factors on mental disorders. However while most psychiatrists use DSM-IV, few use it to its full advantage since DSM-IV is nearly 1000 pages long and contains 618 dierent, but often closely related, diagnoses. Typically, clinicians err in using DSM-IV by not considering all possible diagnoses, while researchers err by not excluding diagnoses quickly enough.
The hignosti system, which is based on XSB, attempts to help psychiatrists, psychologists, and psychiatric social workers use DSM-IV to treat patients. 16 DSM-IV can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of propositions and their dependencies. As such, it contains 2553 diagnostic, symptom, and other nodes along with 4364 positive and negative links between these nodes. A practitioner might interact with Diagnostica by using a visual interface to assert symptoms about a patient. Diagnostica can then respond in a number of ways. It can inform the practitioner what criteria, if any, for diagnoses are met and which diagnoses are excluded. However, Diagnostica also allows practitioners to determine which diagnoses a patient is close to meeting, and could be met by knowledge of one, two, or n other symptoms. Furthermore, the system also allows a practitioner to query about symptoms that can be used to decide between two closely related diagnoses.
Using logic programming, diagnostic solutions can be found by constructing a small interpreter to determine when diagnoses in the DSM-IV DAG are satis®ed by symptoms asserted to a database. Furthermore, information about close and differential diagnoses can be determined by abduction. Because Diagnostica is designed to ®t onto a physican's personal computer, it is infeasible to maintain all possible abductive solutions for all possible sets of symptoms. Rather, abductive solutions must be computed eciently on the¯y.
Tabling is used for this abductive procedure in two ways. First, the use of tabling improves eciency when retraversing the DAG. Second, the abduction itself can be stored in a delay list by making abducible literals unde®ned via the predicate:
:-table abduce_pos/1, abduce_neg/1. abduce_pos(Symptom) :-tnot(abduce_neg(Symptom)). abduce_neg(Symptom) :-tnot(abduce_pos(Symptom)).
Using the mechanisms described in this paper, a conditional answer thus represents an abductive diagnosis, whose Delay List contains the abducibles required to prove the diagnosis. By adding integrity constraint checking to this mechanism, the mechanism described can be extended to construct abductive scenarios for all normal programs. See Ref. [3] for further information.
As a rough measure of the eciency of this use of abduction, a benchmark was created to ®nd every unconstrained abductive solution for all 618 diagnoses in the DSM-IV DAG, given a database in which no symptoms are asserted. On a Pentium 200 MHz laptop computer, this search required about 15 seconds to record all abductive diagnoses. Analysis of the abductive solutions indicates that there were 1680 abductive solutions in all, and that each abductive solution contained an average of 3.63 abducibles, making the total number of abducibles used in abductive solutions as 6115. As interned in the tables, the 1680 abductive solutions became 440 distinct IDLs, containing a total of 1547 elements, indicating about a 300% reduction in the number of (non-distinct) delayed literals in Delay Lists, when the Delay Lists are interned.
Discussion
The treatment of closed-world negation for normal logic programs as described in this paper surpasses the traditional treatment in Prolog in its ability to compute ®nite-ly meaningful answers to programs for which Prolog would loop in®nitely. However, there are two aspects in which this treatment seems inferior to modern Prolog implementations: its inability to terminate all subcomputations at the point at which an answer is ®rst found for a negative goal, and the fact that it¯ounders when a nonground negative subgoal is ®rst encountered with its left-to-right selection rule. Prolog's cut easily handles the ®rst, and a co-routining mechanism as introduced in Mu-Prolog permits would-be¯oundering goals to be delayed to allow them to become further instantiated, and perhaps ground permitting a non¯oundering call. The lack of these capabilities in the engine described may seem like an oversight, but it is not.
A major design goal of the SLG-WAM was for it never to do redundant computation. Maintaining this goal and also introducing a pruning operator like the cut is problematic. In Prolog, where each subcomputation is on behalf of a single consumer, pruning a subcomputation when the consumer is satis®ed is straightforward. However, in the SLG-WAM, a subcomputation may be generating results for many consumers. One consumer may need only one answer but another might need them all. Even deallocating a generator that has no other consumers may introduce an in®nite loop if that generator is later needed again. Interesting and ecient pruning operators may well be possible in the SLG-WAM but they will be dierent from those in Prolog. Finding and implementing them eciently requires more research.
As to the second limitation, one might think that the mechanism the SLG-WAM now has for delay is very similar to the mechanism used in Mu-Prolog to delay nonground negative goals to reduce¯oundering; see e.g., Ref. [21] . After all, they both are called``delay'' and the purpose of both is to relax the strict left-to-right search order of classical Prolog. However, on closer examination, the two mechanisms dier in two respects. The more important one is that in the SLG-WAM a delayed element has undergone clause resolution and its subgoal is in the process of being computed; in co-routining delay, however, the computation of the delayed subgoal has not started. So implementing co-routining delay would require another delay list (or a bit distinguishing the type of delayed element) and signi®cantly dierent processing. The other aspect in which they dier is the time at which goals are removed from the delay list. Removal of a delayed goal in a co-routining setting is triggered when a variable becomes bound. In the SLG-WAM a delayed goal is removed from its delay list during simpli®cation. These require quite dierent mechanisms. Also the power of co-routining delay depends signi®cantly on the ability of a goal to be delayed past the end of the clause in which it syntactically appears. A similar treatment in the SLG-WAM would require that the entire delay list be returned as part of the answer to each consumer. But that would lead to exponential behavior (and was, in fact, the reason why positive delayed literals were introduced in SLG-resolution in the ®rst place; see Ref. [7, Example 3.1] .) Again, adding a kind of co-routining behavior to the SLG-WAM is an interesting research problem.
Concluding remarks
Computation of the well-founded semantics is sometimes thought to be only of theoretical interest. At this time, Prolog programmers rarely write non-strati®ed programs, but the assumption behind the SLG-WAM is that because the well-founded semantics is a natural extension to normal programs an ecient implementation will encourage programmers to think in new ways and to discover uses for non-strati®ed programs. Two non-trivial examples of these new uses have been discussed: the veri®cation system mentioned in Section 1.1 and the diagnosis system of Section 7.3. The SLG-WAM has been used to create a machine learning system, LIVE [17] . LIVE makes use of the extended logic programs under the well-founded semantics with explicit negation (WFSX [2] ) to distinguish inferences that are explicitly disproved by a training set (explicitly false) from those that are not implied by a training set (default false). At an implementation level, extended logic programs are transformed into normal logic programs that can be eciently executed by the SLG-WAM. 17 Transformations into the well-founded semantics exist for many other formalisms as well (see e.g., Ref. [32] ). Examples such as these suggest that use of nonstrati®ed negation will become increasingly important for logic programming.
The well-founded model of the above program is two-valued: r and p are both false, while s is true. Fig. 18 illustrates how the need for ANSWER CO MPLETION ANSWER COMPLETION arises during the course of evaluation by the SLG-WAM (for illustration purposes, the ®gure displays trees for completed subgoals). After the creation of node 7, there are no applicable operations for the nodes of the SCC {p, s, r} other than applying DELAY- As the above example shows, the SIMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICA TION operation alone is not sucient to remove all conditional answers that are false in the well-founded model. In particular, the existence of non-supported answers (De®nition 2.7) must be addressed.
In the SLG-WAM, non-supported conditional answers are detected through the predicate tc_unsupported/1 which is built on the builtin predicate get_residu-al(?Atom,-Delay_List). This latter predicate, given an atom, succeeds if there is an answer hAT Y DLi in the table such that e uni®es with Atom. In this case, the predicate uni®es the second argument with hv represented as a Prolog list. Thus, conditional answers in the table can be treated as a residual program. Using get_re-sidual/2, an nswer dependeny grph can be constructed whose vertices are answers, and whose directed edges are obtained using the elements in the Delay_List argument of get_residual/2. A sucient condition for detecting non-supported answers in the table of a ®nal system is the check for SCCs of the answer dependency graph that are independent and that contain only positive edges. The non-supported answers can be deleted from the table using the builtin predicate delete_return/2 and the appropriate SIMPLIFICATION SIMPLIFICATION operations can then be performed. Because the SLG-WAM is built using an evaluation strategy, SLG RD 
